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Résumé
This mini symposium is aimed to describe some recents advances in statistical studies of

processes : the first session is about asymptotic properties of the discretized trajectories of
a jump process. The study of the jumps is particularly important in finance modeling. The
second session deals with limit theorems for realized co-volatility vectors, and this subject is
also very popular in financial economics. The third session is about autoregressive processes,
more precisely correlation testing. Finally the last session deals with a generalization of the
Bessel clock.
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Introduction

The first part of this mini symposium deals with statistical study of stochastic processes with jumps,
from high frequency data. This has been the subject of many recent works. A major issue is to determine
if the jump part is relevant to model the observed phenomenon. Especially, for modeling of asset prices,
the assessment of the part due to the jumps in the price is an important question.

Another theme presented in this symposium is the study of co-volatility vectors. Realized statistics based
on high frequency returns have become very popular in financial economics. In recent years, different
non-parametric estimators of the variation of a log-price process have appeared. Among them are the
realized quadratic (co-)variation which is perhaps the most well known example, providing a consistent
estimator of the integrated (co-)volatility when the logarithmic price process is continuous.

The third part is devoted to the study of autoregressive processes, and the correlation testing.

Last, there will be a presentation of large deviation results for clocks of semi-stable Lévy processes. These
objects generalize the well known Bessel clock which appears in the Asian option studies.

1 Local Asymptotic Mixed normality property for discretely ob-
served stochastic differential equations driven by stable lévy
processes

In [1] the authors prove prove the Local Asymptotic Mixed Normality property from high frequency
observations, of a continuous time process solution of a stochastic differential equation driven by a pure
jump Lévy process. The process is observed on the fixed time interval [0, 1] and the parameter appears
in the drift coefficient only. They compute the asymptotic Fisher information and find that the rate in
the LAMN property depends on the behavior of the Lévy measure near zero. The proof of this result
contains a sharp study of the asymptotic behavior, in small time, of the transition probability density of
the process and of its logarithm derivative.

2 Large deviations of the realized (co)–volatility

In [2] the authors propose to study the large deviation properties of realized (co-)volatility. More speci-
fically, they consider a bivariate model with synchronous observation schemes and correlated Brownian
motions of the following form : dX`,t = σ`,tdB`,t + b`(t, ω)dt for ` = 1, 2, where X` denotes the log-price,
they are concerned with the large deviation estimation of the vector V n

t (X) =
(
Qn

1,t(X), Qn
2,t(X), Cn

t (X)
)

where Qn
`,t(X) and Cn

t (X) represente the estimator of the quadratic variational processes Q`,t =
∫ t

0
σ2
`,sds

and the integrated covariance Ct =
∫ t

0
σ1,sσ2,sρsds respectively, with ρt = cov(B1,t, B2,t). The main mo-

tivation is to improve upon the existing limit theorems such as the weak law of large numbers or the
central limit theorem which have been proved in different contexts. As an application they provide the
large deviation for the standard dependence measures between the two assets returns such as the rea-
lized regression coefficients up to time t, or the realized correlation. They also prove the same results
for the threshold estimator in the presence of the jump component. This study should contribute to the
recent trend of research on the (co-)variance estimation problems, which are quite often discussed in
high-frequency financial data analysis.

3 Correlation testing procedures in the autoregressive process

In [3] the author is interested in the implications of a linearly autocorrelated driven noise on the usual
estimates in a stable autoregressive process. He suggests a sharp analysis on the asymptotic behavior of
the least squares estimators of the autoregressive and the serial correlation parameters. Then, he derives
a statistical procedure enabling to test for correlation of any order in the residuals of an autoregressive
modelling. He concludes discussing on some well-known testing procedures that appear to be particular
cases of this study.
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4 Large deviations for clocks of self-similar processes

The Lamperti correspondence gives a prominent role to two random time changes : the exponential
functional of a Lévy process drifting to ∞ and its inverse, the clock of the corresponding positive self-
similar process. In [4] the authors describe asymptotical properties of these clocks in large time, extending
the results of Yor and Zani.

Conclusions

Statistical studies of processes are particularly important in the process of modelisation for disciplines
as various as finance, econometrics, etc... This mini symposium is a review of recent progresses in this
field.
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